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Abstract

Compact architectures, ternary weights and binary activations are two
methods suitable for making neural networks more efficient. We intro-
duce a) a dithering binary activation which improves accuracy of ter-
nary weight networks with binary activations by randomizing quan-
tization error, and b) a method of implementing ternary weight net-
works with binary activations using binary operations. Despite these
new approaches, training a compact SqueezeNet architecture with ter-
nary weights and full precision activations on ImageNet degrades clas-
sification accuracy significantly more than when training a less com-
pact architecture the same way. Therefore ternary weights in their cur-
rent form cannot be called the best method for reducing network size.
However, the effect of weight decay on ternary weight network train-
ing should be investigated more in order to have more certainty in this
finding.
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Sammanfattning

Kompakta arkitekturer, ternära vikter och binära aktiveringar är två
metoder som är lämpliga för att göra neurala nätverk effektivare. Vi
introducerar a) en dithering binär aktivering som förbättrar noggrann-
heten av ternärviktsnätverk med binära aktiveringar genom randomi-
sering av kvantiseringsfel, och b) en metod för genomförande ternär-
viktsnätverk med binära aktiveringar med användning av binära ope-
rationer. Trots dessa nya metoder, att träna en kompakt SqueezeNet-
arkitektur med ternära vikter och fullprecisionaktiveringar på Image-
Net försämrar klassificeringsnoggrannheten betydligt mer än om man
tränar en mindre kompakt arkitektur på samma sätt. Därför kan ter-
nära vikter i deras nuvarande form inte kallas bästa sättet att minska
nätverksstorleken. Emellertid, effekten av weight decay på träning av
ternärviktsnätverk bör undersökas mer för att få större säkerhet i detta
resultat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The area of compact convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with low
resolution weights and activations is of interest to anyone who wants
to deploy artificial neural networks in a constrained environment to
solve real world computer vision problems, in robotics, autonomous
cars or drones for example. See section 2.1 for a brief introduction to
convolutional neural networks in general and to some common net-
work architectures such as AlexNet, VGG-16, GoogLenet or ResNet.

Compact CNN architectures like SqueezeNet [12] and more recently
MobileNets [10] are full precision networks designed to be as small
and as fast as possible without sacrificing image classification accu-
racy. See section 3.3 for a description of the SqueezeNet network ar-
chitecture.

Ternary weight networks obtained using trained ternary quantiza-
tion [31] reduce weight resolution from 32 bits to 2 bits, replacing full
precision (FP) weights by -1, 0 or +1. Ternary weight networks are
described in section 3.4.

Binary weight networks with binary activations ([5], [23]) go even
further by replacing both full precision weights and activations by -1
or +1. Although this approach causes larger accuracy losses, the major-
ity of floating point operations can be replaced by binary operations,
leading to lower computational requirements of such networks. A bi-
nary weight network with binary activations would require less com-
plex hardware with lower power budget to perform inference than a
full precision network of the same size. It also reduces memory re-
quirements of weight and feature map storage by using low precision
weights and activations.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Now let us consider ternary weight networks with binary activa-
tions. We can interpret them as sparse binary weight networks with
binary activations. We show in this thesis that they can also be real-
ized by means of binary operations.

A simplified overview of possible research field and of some of the
contributions of this thesis is summarized in table 1.1.

However, previous work ([5], [23], [31]) has been entirely focused
on rather large full precision models like AlexNet [18] or ResNet-18B
[9]. It is therefore possible that similar inference speed boost and model
size reduction can be achieved in two ways.

1. Design a compact CNN architecture and use it with full preci-
sion weights and activations. Examples are SqueezeNet [12] and
more recently MobileNets [10] networks.

2. Train a (non-compact) CNN to have ternary weights and binary
activations.

The latter method would be very useful especially in combination with
compact networks. Thus we test ternary weight and binary activation
quantization on SqueezeNet [12], a compact CNN architecture, which
has full precision size of 4.9 MB while maintaining accuracy similar to
AlexNet (240 MB in size) [18]. (ResNet-18B is a more accurate network
than AlexNet, it has 46 MB size in full precision.)

Furthermore, if a compact ternary weight network (TWN) has the
same accuracy as its full precision counterpart, it may become a better
object for general analysis of CNNs and give new insights on them.

1.1 Research Questions

1. Can compact networks like SqueezeNet ([12]) be trained and uti-
lized with 2 bit weight resolution (TWN, [31]) without a signifi-
cant loss of accuracy?

2. How well do 1-bit activations ([5]) work in compact networks?

3. How well do the compact TWNs perform with binary activa-
tions?

4. Can the incurred loss of accuracy be improved by using output
scaling ([23]), or our dithering binary quantization?
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1.2 Contributions

1. We present ternary weight SqueezeNet networks with full pre-
cision activations trained using different methods on CIFAR-10
and ImageNet image datasets for image classification. The data-
sets are described in section 3.1, the main results of the ternary
weight networks are in section 4.1 (CIFAR-10) and in 4.3 (Ima-
geNet).

2. We introduce dithering activation, based on ordered dithering, as
a method of preserving more information in quantized feature
maps than when using simple binary thresholding. The method
is described in section 3.6. We compare the effects of dither-
ing with those of thresholding and output scaling on CIFAR-10
mainly in section 4.5.2.

3. We train a ternary weight SqueezeNet with binary activations on
CIFAR-10 (section 4.5.2).

4. We present a method of implementing dot products of TWNs
with binary activations using binary operations instead of float-
ing point multiply-add operations, see section 3.8.

activations
weights

FP Binary Ternary

FP A [18] S [12] A [23] - A [31] S (4.1, 4.3)
Binary - S (4.5.1) A [5], - - S (4.5.2)
(simple signum) [23]
Binary - S (4.5.1) - - - S (4.5.2)
(dithering)

Table 1.1: A simplified overview of the research field and of the con-
tributions of this thesis. The left part of each data cell represents non-
compact networks (A for AlexNet), the right part of each data cell rep-
resents compact networks (S for SqueezeNet). References are given to
the literature or to the sections of this thesis. "-" means that there are
no results available for the given combination of weights, activations
and compact/non-compact networks.
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1.3 Environmental and Ethical Concerns

The first aspect of efficient algorithms is environmental. Higher en-
ergy efficiency of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with quan-
tized weights and activations can reduce the environmental impact of
computer vision systems employing them. However, it does not al-
ways have to be so because the higher efficiency may support higher
demand for computer vision systems. Furthermore, the demand in-
crease may be so high that the total energy consumption will actually
increase.

The second aspect is related to privacy. When a CNN accurate
enough can be deployed on an embedded device close to the user, the
need for cloud-based solutions decreases. This gives the user more
privacy because their sensitive data do not have to be sent across the
Internet to central servers but can be processed directly on an offline
device which is fully controlled by the user.
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Background

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

2.1.1 Structure

Being inspired by Neocognitron (Fukushima and Miyake [6]), convo-
lutional neural networks were introduced by LeCun et al. [19]. Their
LeNet1 network is shown in figure 2.1. We consider convolutional net-
works for image classification. Such networks take a bitmap image as
an input and produce a vector of per-class scores as an output. A CNN
consists mainly of several convolutional layers designed to process im-
age data.

The main building block of CNNs, a convolutional layer, takes a
three dimensional block of feature maps as an input. The dimensions
of the feature maps are spatial (width, height) and channel-wise (the
number of spatial input slices). A convolutional layer contains several
filters, one filter kernel of spatial dimensions 3x3 with one channel is
visualized in figure 2.2.

The convolutional operation can be called a sliding dot product be-
cause one convolutional filter slides spatially across the input feature
maps. For each position, the overlapping input values are multiplied
element-wise with the filter weights and summed to produce one out-
put value (figure 2.2). One convolutional kernel thus produces a single
feature map output slice.

Convolutional layers are defined in a CNN architecture by several
hyperparameters:

Kernel shape is the height h and width w of convolutional kernels.

5
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Figure 2.1: LeNet 1 convolutional network architecture [19].
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of a 3x3x1 convolutional filter and the con-
volutional operation.

The channel-wise dimension d of a kernel is usually equal to the
number of input channels. The number of trainable weights in
one kernel is thus equal to the product of these three parameters,
h× w × d.

Filter count is the number of kernels in a conv. layer. This determines
the channel-wise output dimensionality.

Filter strides tell by how many rows and columns a filter moves be-
tween dot products in the two spatial dimensions.

Bias presence selects if a scalar bias term is added to each output fea-
ture map after the convolutions are performed.

After each convolutional layer, a nonlinear activation function is
often applied to the outputs. Rectified linear unit or ReLU [22] in figure
2.3 is a popular activation function. It is defined for a scalar input x
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and output y as
y = max(0, x). (2.1)

Another operation which can be often found in CNNs is some form
of spatial subsampling. Subsampling can be done by setting the stride
of the convolutional filters to two or more, so that the filters slide by
more than one pixel row or column at a time.

The second option of doing subsampling is spatial maxpooling op-
eration. The one in figure 2.3 has window size 2x2 and stride 2 in both
spatial directions. Instead of applying the maximum operator, aver-
age pooling layers analogically compute the mean of values in an input
window.

maxpool
2x21  5  9  7

8  0  1  2
6  3  0  1
0  4  2  2

8  9
6  2

(a) Max pooling

   -2   -1   0   1   2

2

 

 
1

input

output

ReLU

(b) ReLU nonlinearity

Figure 2.3: Illustrations of max pooling and ReLU operations.

Some convolutional network architectures utilize fully connected
layers after the convolutional ones. A fully connected layer interprets
the input features as a single vector. It projects this vector using a
linear transformation and adds a bias term to produce the output
vector. A fully connected layer is thus essentially matrix multiplica-
tion followed by addition of a constant vector (the bias term). The
projection matrix and the bias term are trainable parameters. A fully
connected layer is also a special case of the convolutional layer, when
the filter size equals the input size and so no filter sliding takes place.

Finally, the output of a CNN designed for image classification
given an input image is a vector of logits, which are the prediction
scores of each object class. The class with the highest score is the most
likely prediction of the network.
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2.1.2 Training

CNNs are trained using gradient optimization with gradient back-
propagation. A scalar loss is proportional to the mismatch of logits
and the ground truth labels of training images. The loss is then back-
propagated through the network in order to update the convolutional
kernel weights, biases and other trainable parameters.

The training process proceeds in steps. In each step, several train-
ing samples (a batch) are taken from the sequence of training samples.
The batch size influences gradient stochasticity and can be anything
from tens to thousands of images. All batch samples at first pass for-
ward through the network to compute the loss. A backward pass fol-
lows. The network gradients are computed and trainable weights up-
dated in the backward pass. After that, a new step can start.

One pass through the whole training dataset is called an epoch.
Before each epoch, the sequence of training samples is randomly per-
muted.

There are several regularizers, methods meant to improve trained
CNNs:

Dropout [18] is a layer which randomly sets some feature map values
to zero during training, most commonly with dropout probabil-
ity 0.5. It reduces co-adaptions of neurons.

L2 norm weight decay is a type of loss added to the classification loss.
The weight decay loss is proportional to the sum of squared con-
volutional layer weights. It therefore penalizes large weights.

Batch normalization [14] is a method for accelerating training. It nor-
malizes the mean and variance of each batch of feature maps be-
fore each convolutional layer input. As a result, the trainable lay-
ers need to adapt less to changes in input distributions caused by
preceding layers.

In full precision (FP) networks, all operations are performed in
floating point representations on computer hardware. In this thesis,
we examine methods of reducing the resolution of network weights
and activations in the forward pass. Some of the methods already de-
veloped are presented in the following sections.
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2.1.3 Common Network Architectures

As there are many building blocks to be combined and hyperparam-
eters to be set in convolutional neural networks, several neural net-
work designs or architectures have been developed. Here we present
an overview of some common convolutional neural network architec-
tures.

AlexNet

AlexNet [18] is the first convolutional neural network which won the
ImageNet image classification challenge in 2012. It consists of five con-
volutional layers followed by three fully connected layers. The convo-
lutional filters have different spatial shapes, ranging from 11x11 for
the first layer, 5x5 for the second layer, to 3x3 for the last three convo-
lutional layers.

VGG-16

The VGG-16 architecture [25] improved validation accuracy on Ima-
geNet by increasing the network depth to sixteen layers (eleven con-
volutional and three fully connected). The network structure is sim-
plified by using 3x3 convolutional filters in all convolutional layers.

GoogLenet

GoogLenet [27] is a more complex and more efficient architecture than
VGG-16, while giving similar classification accuracy on ImageNet. It
features 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5 convolution combined in the so called Incep-
tion module.

ResNet

The ResNet [9] group of network architectures introduced residual
connections to enable further increases in network depth beyond
twenty layers. A simple residual connection bypasses several (usually
two) convolutional layers by adding an earlier feature map to a later
feature map of the same shape. It may be viewed as a parallel layer
containing only an identity mapping.

Residual connections help with mixing low-level and high-level
features as well as with gradient backpropagation through very deep
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networks. Some of the deepest ResNets have over 150 layers and sur-
pass GoogLenet and VGG-16 in accuracy on ImageNet.

2.2 Networks with Quantized Weights or Ac-
tivations

One way of reducing the memory footprint of a convolutional neural
network is to quantize its weights or activations. When both weights
and activations have their resolution reduced, for example to one bit
instead of 32 bits, a significant speed-up can be also achieved [23].

Figure 2.4 shows on an example how the full precision weights of a
convolutional filter are quantized in the simplest way using binary or
ternary values. The binary quantization is done by means of a simple
signum function, resulting in values -1 or +1. Ternary weights can be
-1, 0 or +1, where zero is assigned to full precision values which are
close enough to zero.

Figure 2.4: An illustration of a 3x3x1 convolutional filter in three vari-
ants: full precision weights, binary weights, ternary weights.

Figure 2.5 provides an example of simple binary quantization of
feature maps.

Any filter from figure 2.4 and any input feature map from figure
2.5 can be arbitrarily combined and applied in the convolutional oper-
ation as displayed in figure 2.2.

The following two sections discuss the prior work on weight and
feature map quantization in more detail.
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of a 6x6x1 input feature map in two variants:
full precision and binary.

2.2.1 Binarized Neural Networks (BNNs) and Binary
Weight Networks (BWNs)

Courbariaux et al. [5] introduced a method to train binarized neural
networks (BNNs), with activations and weights constrained to -1 and
+1 at runtime. The quantization of both weights and activations is
done by the signum function. They state that full precision weight rep-
resentations are required during training in order to enable proper gra-
dient updates and averaging. The binary weights are used only in the
forward pass and for computing the gradients. They also presented
two gradient approximations of the signum function. The gradient for
weight updates involves clipping full precision weight representations
to range [−1,+1] after each update. The binary activation gradient is
a straight-through (or identity) estimator but with the gradient set to
zero for inputs |x| > 1, thus taking into account the saturation effect of
the signum function. Binarized neural networks can be implemented
using XOR and bitcount binary operations instead of floating point
multiplications at runtime [5].

A binary weight architecture by Rastegari et al. [23] counts only
with weights -1 or +1, with a per filter floating point scaling factor in
the CNN architecture. The input data are still represented by floating
point variables. While the model size is approximately 32x reduced
when comparing it to a model with floating point weights, the com-
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putational performance can be improved only on computer architec-
tures without a multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit or on architectures
without a hardware multiplier. However, most personal computer or
smartphone CPUs like x86 Intel Haswell, ARM Cortex-A7 or GPUs
like Nvidia Kepler and others do contain the MAC unit [30], thus the
gain in speed will not be significant. The accuracy of their model with
binarized weights is the same as AlexNet accuracy on ImageNet [23].

The other architecture proposed by Rastegari et al. [23], XNOR-Net,
binarizes both input data and filters and replaces addition and sub-
traction operations with binary operations XNOR and bitcount. The
authors report a potential of approx. 58x faster execution than stan-
dard AlexNet. The ImageNet top-1 validation accuracy is 12.5% lower
than of AlexNet, 44.2% instead of 56.7% [23]. (Note that the top-1 val-
idation accuracy reported by Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton [18]
for 1 CNN is 59.3%.)

Rastegari et al. [23] have also tried binarizing more advanced
ResNet and GoogLenet architectures. However, the best performing
binary-weight networks reach lower top-1 accuracy than their full
precision counterparts, lower by 8.5% for ResNet-18 and by 5.8% for
GoogLenet.

Merolla et al. [21] showed that although the full precision weights
are quite different from their binarized versions after training a binary
weight network, the test errors on CIFAR-10 are surprisingly similar
for full precision CNN and its binary weight variant. They discover
that CNNs performing well with binary weights are robust to other
nonlinear distorsions at test time as well. Stochastic nonlinear projec-
tions applied to the weights during training in the forward pass give
even more robust network weights than the signum nonlinearity [21].
With a stochastic training weight projection with clipping ("Tr-StochM-
C"), they surpass the full precision state-of-the-art on CIFAR-10. How-
ever, the same method applied to AlexNet and ImageNet has worse
accuracy than the binary weight network of Rastegari et al. [23].

2.2.2 Ternary Weight Networks (TWNs)

Li, Zhang, and Liu [20] with their ternary weight networks improved
the accuracy over binary weight networks by using weights -1, 0 or +1
instead of just -1, +1. Similar to XNOR-Net [23], they scale each filter
with a single full precision value.
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Zhu et al. [31] proposed more accurate trained ternary weight net-
works using a trained ternary quantization (TTQ) method. They scale
each nonzero weight value (-1 or +1) by a separate full precision scal-
ing factor, having two scaling factors per layer instead of one per filter.
(Merolla et al. [21] have found that per filter and per layer scaling fac-
tors yield similar results.) Their ternary weight results on ImageNet
are compared to other methods in table 2.1, they are better than the
results of BWNs [23] and TWNs [20].

Method ImageNet Top-1 Val. Accuracy [%]
Full Precision AlexNet [23] 56.6

BWN AlexNet [23] 56.8

Full Precision AlexNet [31] 57.2

TTQ AlexNet [31] 57.5

BWN ResNet18B [23] 60.8

Full Precision ResNet18B [23] 69.3

TWN ResNet18B [20] 65.3

Full Precision ResNet18B [20] 67.6

TTQ ResNet18B [31] 66.6

Full Precision ResNet18B [31] 69.6

Table 2.1: Current BWNs and TWNs trained on ImageNet, with their
validation accuracy.

Although ternary weight networks require more memory for
weight storage than binary weight networks (2 bits per weight vs.
1 bit), they give sparse representations which can help to reduce
computation and energy requirements. Zhu et al. [31] report best
validation accuracy at 30-50% weight sparsity (30-50% of the weights
are zeros). The most accurate networks have different sparsity at
different layers [31].

2.3 Compact or Compressed CNNs

Iandola et al. [12] proposed a compact SqueezeNet CNN architecture
which is 50x smaller than AlexNet but obtains the same top-1 Ima-
geNet accuracy (57.5%). What is more, they also compress it with deep
compression (Han, Mao, and Dally [8]) another 10x so that it is 510x
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smaller than AlexNet (only 0.47MB model size instead of 240MB)
while still maintaining AlexNet accuracy.

Deep compression by Han, Mao, and Dally [8] compresses neu-
ral networks by means of pruning, trained quantization and Huffman
coding. Pruning reduces the number of parameters in AlexNet 9x
and in VGG-16 13x by setting the small weights to zero during train-
ing. The remaining parameters are fine-tuned after that. They then
cluster the weights of each layer into 64 or 256 clusters. These clus-
tered weights are fine-tuned by training (each cluster by the sum of
its weights gradients). The result of the quantization process is 4x or
5.3x smaller CNN model where each weight is represented by an 8 or
6 bit index into the respective layer lookup table. Huffman coding of
the weight indeces follows as the last step of the compression process,
yielding a 20-30 % size reduction. When all three methods are com-
bined together, they compress AlexNet 35x (from 240 MB to 6.9 MB)
and VGG-16 49x (from 552 MB to 11.3 MB). Both compressed mod-
els have the same accuracy as their non-compressed counterparts on
ImageNet.

The network after pruning [8] is not only smaller but also faster as
dense vector-matrix multiplication required by fully connected layers
is currently slower in GPU and CPU BLAS libraries than sparse vector-
matrix multiplication. The evaluation of fully connected layers was 3x
faster on average on a CPU with pruned weights. The pruned convo-
lutional layers, however, will not be significantly faster given current
standard CPU or GPU hardware and BLAS packages. This may be a
disadvantage especially for networks without fully connected layers
like SqueezeNet [12].

A research article by Hu et al. [11] suggests removing whole neu-
rons instead of only single weights. They obtain 2-3x less parameters
by doing that as well as an accuracy comparable to VGG-16. The ad-
vantage of their approach over the one of Han, Mao, and Dally [8]
is a direct positive impact on inference speed when evaluating the
trimmed network using dense matrix multiplication on a GPU. What
is more, neuron trimming may be combined with weight pruning to
obtain even more compressed CNN model.
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Methods

3.1 Datasets

The work in this thesis focuses on the task of image classification. We
assume that a CNN performing well on image classification tasks will
also perform well on other computer vision tasks (e.g. localization,
detection). We use two image classification datasets, CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet.

3.1.1 CIFAR-10

CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton [17]) is an image classification data-
set with 10 classes, 50000 training images and 10000 test images. The
images are 32x32 pixels, RGB. We randomly split the 50000 CIFAR-10
training images to 48000 training and 2000 validation examples while
leaving the test set (10000 images) intact. As for preprocessing, we
normalize each pixel so that pixels at a given spatial location of all the
training images have zero mean and unit variance. We do not perform
any data augmentation.

3.1.2 ImageNet

ImageNet ILSVRC2012 (Russakovsky et al. [24]) image classification
dataset has 1000 object classes, over one million training images and
50000 validation images. In general, the image size differs across the
dataset.

We parse the validation and training sets directly from the original

15
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tar archives into TensorFlow records, reading the tar archives sequen-
tially. The basic data filtering operations we use during the parsing
phase were adapted from Andersen [1]. They include conditional con-
version of images to JPG with RGB colour space or bounding box nor-
malization. Table 3.1 shows some statistics of the dataset as observed
by our parsing script.

Data Split Total Not Not Small Bad
Images JPG RGB

Validation 50000 0 900(1.8%) 903(1.8%) 0

Training 1281167 1 19993(1.6%) 96363(7.5%) 0

Table 3.1: Image count statistics after parsing ImageNet 2012 dataset.
Small images have height or width smaller than 224 pixels. The anno-
tation of a bad image mentions multiple objects of two or more differ-
ent classes. The % values in parenthesis are w.r.t. the respective total
image count.

We use the same image input pipeline the Inception networks use
for training and validation ([7]). The training data is augmented by
random distortions of the annotated training bounding boxes; by hue,
brightness, saturation and contrast distortions; as well as random hor-
izontal flipping.

Even though every image has a global class label assigned, only
543923 training images (42.46%) do have a bounding annotation.
When a training image has no annotated bounding box, we consider
the whole image as a bounding box. We validate our networks on a
single central crop of each validation image.

3.2 Optimizers

We train our networks using two different optimizers, stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) with momentum and ADAM.

3.2.1 Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with Mo-
mentum

Our SGD optimizer with momentum (Sutskever et al. [26]) has the mo-
mentum parameter µ always set to 0.9. The implementation in Tensor-
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Flow 1.0 updates the accumulation v from v0 = 0 by

vt+1 = µvt + gt, (3.1)

where gt is the gradient at step t. The trainable variables θ are updated
by

θt+1 = θt − αvt+1, (3.2)

where α is the learning rate individually specified for each experi-
ment. We use SGD with momentum mostly for full precision neural
networks.

3.2.2 ADAM

ADAM by Kingma and Ba [15] is a method for stochastic optimization
suitable for noisy or sparse gradients. We apply the default parameters
presented in [15], exponential decay rates for the gradient moments
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. ε = 10−8. α is our learning rate, learning
rate schedules are defined individually for each experiment. We use
ADAM mostly for ternary weight networks and networks with binary
activations.

3.3 SqueezeNet v1.1

We use two compact networks for our experiments, we refer to them
as SqueezeNet v1.1 (Iandola et al. [12]) on the ImageNet dataset and
its slight modification SqueezeNet v1.1s on CIFAR-10, see figure 3.2.
Both have the same number and sizes of convolutional filters. Both ar-
chitectures also have four residual connections (bypasses), where the
output of a preceding layer is summed with the output of the current
layer to produce the input to the next layer. The two architectures dif-
fer in the input image size, pooling operations and convolutional filter
stride sizes. The main building block of SqueezeNet architectures is
a fire module consisting of squeeze and expand convolutional layers,
shown in figure 3.1.

Both networks utilize batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy [14])
1 to speed up training.

1with decay 0.95
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Figure 3.1: Fire module, the basic building unit of SqueezeNet ar-
chitectures. Parameters S and E specify the number of filters in the
squeeze and expand convolutional layers, respectively. Each squeeze
and expand layer is followed by a ReLU (rectified linear unit) activa-
tion function. Filter dimensions are height x width x output channels,
filter stride is 1. The inputs are padded with zeros so that the output
has the same height and width as the unpadded input.
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Input 224x224x3

Conv1 3x3x3x64 stride 2

Maxpool1 3x3 stride 2

Fire2 S=16 E=64

Fire3 S=16 E=64

Fire4 S=32 E=128

Fire5 S=32 E=128

Fire6 S=48 E=192

Maxpool3 3x3 stride 2

Maxpool5 3x3 stride 2

Fire7 S=48 E=192

Fire8 S=64 E=256

Fire9 S=64 E=256

Conv10 1x1x512x1000

Avgpool 13x13

Softmax

Input 32x32x3

Conv1 3x3x3x64 stride 1

Fire2 S=16 E=64

Fire3 S=16 E=64

Fire4 S=32 E=128

Fire5 S=32 E=128

Fire6 S=48 E=192

Maxpool3 2x2 stride 2

Maxpool5 3x3 stride 2

Fire7 S=48 E=192

Fire8 S=64 E=256

Fire9 S=64 E=256

Conv10 1x1x512x10

Avgpool 7x7

Softmax

SqueezeNet v1.1sSqueezeNet v1.1

Figure 3.2: SqueezeNet v1.1 and v1.1s architectures. Both Conv1 and
Conv10 layers are followed by a ReLU activation. Filter dimensions
are height x width x input channels x output channels.
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3.4 Ternary Weight Networks

Weight ternarization is a way of reducing the resolution of weights in
convolutional neural networks. The full precision 32 bit weight values
are replaced by a reduced set of three values, for example {-1, 0, +1}.

To the best of our knowledge, out of the current 1 or 2 bit quantiza-
tion methods, ternary weight networks by Zhu et al. [31] preserve the
CNN classification accuracy the most when comparing them to full
precision weight networks. We use their ternarization in our experi-
ments in the same way as in [31]. A full precision real scalar weight
w̃l(i) with a within-layer index i and from layer l is projected to a ter-
nary weight wt

l(i) in the forward pass and for computing the gradients
using

wt
l(i) =


W p

l , if w̃l(i) > ∆l

0, if |w̃l(i)| ≤ ∆l

−W n
l , if w̃l(i) < −∆l,

(3.3)

∆l = t×max
i

(|w̃l(i)|). (3.4)

Like in [31], we use t = 0.05 as a constant for the whole network.
W p

l and W n
l are scales of positive and negative weights, shared by ter-

nary weights within layer l. They are set to 1.0 before the training
starts and updated during the training with gradients

∂L

∂W p
l

=
∑
i∈Ipl

∂L

∂wt
l(i)

, (3.5)

∂L

∂W n
l

=
∑
i∈Inl

∂L

∂wt
l(i)

, (3.6)

where L is the loss function of the network, Ipl = {i|w̃l(i) > ∆l}, Inl =

{i|w̃l(i) < −∆l} are the sets of indices to positive and negative ternary
weights. The weight gradients,

∂L

∂w̃l(i)
=


∂L

∂wt
l (i)
×W p

l , if w̃l(i) > ∆l

∂L
∂wt

l (i)
× 1, if |w̃l(i)| ≤ ∆l

∂L
∂wt

l (i)
×W n

l , if w̃l(i) < −∆l,

(3.7)
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are applied to the full precision weights w̃l(i) in each training step.
We show in one of our experiments in section 4.2.4 that the original

gradients from equation 3.7 prevent convergence when training from
random weight initialization without L2 weight decay. We solve this
problem by clipping the full precision weights w̃l(i) to range [−1, 1]

after each gradient update (like in [4]) and by using the ADAM opti-
mizer (optimizers are described in section 3.2) .

3.4.1 Ternarization Extents

We consider weight ternarization of SqueezeNet networks in three dif-
ferent extents, termed FP, TWN FPS and TWN respectively:

1. FP (full precision) has no ternary weight layers, only full preci-
sion ones.

2. TWN FPS, where FPS stands for full precision squeeze layers.
The TWN FPS setup ternarizes all expand layers as well as the
last convolutional layer, while leaving the weights of the first
convolutional layer and all the squeeze layers full precision.

3. TWN (or full TWN) ternarizes the weights of all convolutional
layers except the first one.

3.5 Baseline Binary Activations

The purpose of binary activations is to reduce the amount of data com-
ing as inputs to convolutional layers. They replace full precision, real-
valued feature map values with binary values, -1 and +1. When both
activations and weights are binary, the convolution operation can be
replaced by binary operations as in [5], [23]. We show later in section
3.7 that networks with ternary weights and binary activations can also
be implemented using binary operations. We consider two baseline
methods of realizing binary activations in this section and introduce
one method of our own in section 3.6.
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3.5.1 Simple Signum Activation

The simplest binary activation is a signum function ([5])

xb = Sign(x) =

{
+1, if x ≥ 0

−1, if x < 0,
(3.8)

which maps a full precision activation x to a binary activation xb.

3.5.2 Signum with Output Scale

Another method of preserving more information in binary activations
than in the simple signum activation is suggested by Rastegari et al.
[23]. The input to convolutional layers passes through a signum func-
tion (equation 3.8). However, the output of a convolutional layer is
multiplied by the average absolute input scale computed for each spa-
tial location. Matrix A

A =

∑
ic=1..Nc

|x(:, :, ic)|
Nc

(3.9)

contains a mean absolute scale for each spatial location of the input
features x. Nc is the number of input channels, A has the same spatial
dimensions as x but only 1 channel. A uniform 2D filter is constructed,

k ∈ Rw×h, kij =
1

w × h
, (3.10)

of the same spatial dimensions w, h which a filter W of the convolu-
tional layer has. The filters of a convolutional layer are assumed to
have identical spatial dimensions. A is then convolved by this filter

K = A ∗ k, (3.11)

to obtain the mean input scaling factors for all positions of a convo-
lutional filter W . The output of the binary convolutional layer yb is
element-wise multiplied by these factors to obtain the final output y.

y = (Sign(x) ∗W )�K = yb �K, (3.12)

where W are the weights of the full precision convolutional kernel, �
is an element-wise (Hadamard) product, ∗ denotes convolution. The
element-wise multiplication by K is treated as multiplication by con-
stant when computing gradients.
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3.5.3 Gradient Propagation in Binary Activations

The gradient of the network loss function L w.r.t. the signum activa-
tion output xb (equation 3.8) is

g =
∂L

∂xb
. (3.13)

In order to enable gradient propagation through the signum nonlinear-
ity, we need to approximate the gradient of the loss w.r.t. the signum
activation input x. One way of doing that is

gb =
∂L

∂x
=

{
g, if |x| ≤ 1

0, if |x| > 1,
(3.14)

as applied by Courbariaux et al. [5]. We call this approximation “clip
by input” in this thesis.

Getting inspired by weight clipping as a gradient modification in
ternary weight networks, we introduce a different approximation. The
idea is to accept all gradients which keep x within the [−1,+1] bounds
and reject the rest. More formally

gb =
∂L

∂x
=

{
g, if |x− g| ≤ 1

0, if |x− g| > 1.
(3.15)

We name this approximation “clip by update”.

3.6 Dithering Binary Activation

We introduce dithering activation based on ordered dithering to reduce
the loss of information caused by binary quantization.

Ordered dithering is a method of image quantization which ran-
domizes quantization errors. In ordered dithering, the quantization
error randomization is achieved by adding a dithering mask to the
real pixel values and quantizing the result, in our case using a signum
function (binary threshold). We choose ordered dithering over error
diffusion because it is spatially stable (one changed pixel value does
not affect neighbouring pixels). The computation of ordered dithering
is also easily parallelizable.

Many different quantization masks exist (like Bayer [2] or Void-
and-Cluster [29] among others). We choose to use a dither quanti-
zation mask published in public domain in [16]. It does not exhibit
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visible grid-like artifacts like the Bayer mask. Furthermore, dither-
ing masks of any size are easily computable. The mask (type 4) value
m ∈ [−1,+1] for a grayscale image pixel at non-negative ix, iy pixel
coordinates is

m(ix, iy) = 2.0 ∗ ((((ix + iy ∗ 236) ∗ 119&255)/255.0)− 1.0, (3.16)

where * in the innermost brackets is integer multiplication, & is binary
bitwise AND operation. All operations with floating point operands
(2.0, 255.0, 1.0) are floating point. We quantize one single channel
(grayscale) image x(ix, iy) ∈ [−1,+1] to obtain a binary image

xb = Sign(x+m). (3.17)

When there are more feature maps (channels) coming into one convo-
lutional layer, we repeat equation 3.17 for each channel, applying the
same mask m each time. Thus the full precision input has the same
dimensions as the binary output.

(a) a dither mask (b) colour ramps

Figure 3.3: Left: a 32x32 pixels large sample of the quantization mask
m(ix, iy). Right: horizontal colour ramps. They are from top to bottom:
grayscale, binary-quantized by a dither, binary-quantized by thresh-
olding.

A sample of the dithering mask can be seen in figure 3.3. Figure
3.3 also shows how a horizontal grayscale colour ramp is quantized
to binary values by dithering and by simple thresholding. Figure 3.4
shows an example of a grayscale image and its binary dithered and
thresholded versions. Dithering intuitively helps preserve informa-
tion when there are dark objects on dark backgrounds (figure 3.4) or
light objects on light backgrounds. As dithering introduces a constant
noise, high contrast images may be better served with simple thresh-
olding.
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(a) grayscale (b) binary, a dither (c) binary, threshold

Figure 3.4: Illustration of ordered dithering and thresholding of a
grayscale image from ImageNet. The image size is 334x224 pixels.

3.7 Structure of Networks with Binary Acti-
vations

In order to assemble a ternary or a full precision weight network with
binary activations, we follow the layer order introduced in [23]. The
order of operations around one convolutional layer is in general: batch
normalization → binary activation → convolution (with ternary or
full precision weights) → pooling (optional). The input to the convo-
lution is always binary while the output of the convolution is always
full precision. Specific variants of this layer order depend on the choice
of activation and quantization methods, they are specified below.

Signum binary activations
batch normalization → signum activation → convolution →
pooling (optional)

Dithering activation
batch normalization → a dither → convolution → pooling (op-
tional)

Output scaling
batch normalization → signum activation → convolution with
output scaling → pooling (optional)

We test the dithering activation on CIFAR-10 in a setup called
3dither. The first squeeze layer in the network and the layers after
max pooling operations do have dithering activations. All the other
layers have a simple signum activation. We motivate this choice
by the fact that the first binary features should be binarized with
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the lowest possible information loss. Max pooling spatial subsam-
pling tends to make feature maps more uniform, thus we expect
to preserve more information using a dithering activation than a
simple signum activation after max pooling. All convolutional layers
do not necessarily need a dithering activation because the effect of
one dithering activation can be visible in feature maps of several
subsequent convolutional layers.

3.8 Realization of TWNs with Binary Activa-
tions Using Binary Operations

A ternary weight network with binary activation can be implemented
by replacing most of the floating point operations in a convolutional
layer with binary operations.

A convolution involves filter shifting w.r.t. the input and comput-
ing a dot product of the filter and an input patch. Therefore we need
to use binary operations to compute the dot product. The binarized
inputs of the convolutions have values -1 or +1, ternary weights can
be -1, 0 or +1.

We propose using two binary masks to represent a convolutional
filter, mask f+ set to one only where the filter weights are +1 and f−
set to one only where the weights are -1. x is a binary input vector,
its elements xi = 1 correspond to +1 values and xi = 0 correspond -1
values. We compute the dot product by means of binary operations
separately for negative and positive weights. The positive and nega-
tive contributions from positive weights,

p+ = bitcount(x&f+), (3.18)
p− = bitcount(∼ x&f+), (3.19)

and the positive and negative contributions from negative weights,

n+ = bitcount(∼ x&f−), (3.20)
n− = bitcount(x&f−), (3.21)

are combined to obtain the floating point dot product output,

y = Wp(p+ − p−)−Wn(n+ − n−), (3.22)

where Wp and Wn are the positive and negative weight scaling factors
respectively (shared within each convolutional layer). & is a bitwise
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AND operation, bitcount counts the number of bits set to 1, ∼ is a bit-
wise negation.

Please note that if we somehow manage to use binary inputs of
values 0 and +1 instead of -1 and +1, this tree of operation can be sim-
plified. The dot product would then be just

y = Wpp+ −Wnn−. (3.23)
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Results

4.1 SqueezeNets on CIFAR-10 Dataset

We present our selected CIFAR-10 results in table 4.1. Please find more
details about the full precision SqueezeNet experiment named fp2 in
section 4.2.3 and about the ternary weight network with full precision
squeeze layers (TWN FPS) experiment tf1 in section 4.2.4. Squeeze-
Net ternary weight network (TWN) experiments named tw3s1, tw6
and tw7, described in more detail in section 4.2.5, have very similar
validation accuracy (difference of 0 to 8 classified images). Thus we
need the larger test set to decide which one has the best classification
performance.

Both the absolute and relative accuracy loss of the most accurate
ternary weight network (tw7) to the most accurate full precision
SqueezeNet (fp2) without dropout is significantly larger than the
FP-TWN loss of ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10 reported by [31].

However, all our SqueezeNets were trained without L2 weight de-
cay. Surprisingly, our ResNet-20 FP to TWN validation accuracy loss
is lower with weight decay (w.d.) of 0.0002. Unfortunately, we were
not able to train a TWN SqueezeNet with weight decay because it did
not converge.

Test accuracy and size of the selected SqueezeNet TWN (tw7),
TWN FPS (tf1) and FP (fp2) networks without dropout are plotted in
figure 4.1 for more clarity. The network size includes all the trainable
weights and biases of the network, it does not include any batch
normalization variables.

28
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Name Weight Type Accuracy [%] Acc. Loss [%]
Val. Test Abs. Rel.

SqueezeNet fp2 FP 84.2 84.41 0.0 0.0

SqueezeNet tf1 TWN FPS 83.5 82.80 1.61 1.91

SqueezeNet tw3s1 TWN 82.2 79.75 4.66 5.52

SqueezeNet tw6 TWN 81.8 80.42 3.99 4.73

SqueezeNet tw7 TWN 81.8 80.85 3.56 4.22

ResNet-20 (ours) FP 85.2 - 0.0 0.0

ResNet-20 (ours) TWN 82.2 - - -
ResNet-20 (ours, w.d.) FP 86.0 84.96 0.0 0.0

ResNet-20 (ours, w.d.) TWN 85.3 84.52 0.44 0.52

ResNet-20 w.d. [31] FP - 91.77 0.0 0.0

ResNet-20 w.d. [31] TWN - 91.13 0.64 0.70

Table 4.1: The selected SqueezeNets v1.1s (and ResNet-20) configu-
rations with correct validation and test accuracy on CIFAR-10. The
absolute accuracy loss is the difference between the FP test accuracy
and a TWN/TWN FPS model. The relative accuracy loss is the ratio of
the absolute loss to the FP test accuracy. W.d. denotes weight decay.
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Figure 4.1: The selected SqueezeNet networks trained and tested on
CIFAR-10. The smallest one is TWN (ternary weight network), TWN
FPS (TWN with all squeeze layers kept full precision) has three times
larger size, FP (all layers full precision) is the largest model. All con-
figurations are without dropout.
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4.2 SqueezeNets on CIFAR-10 - Details

4.2.1 Input Image Size

We try two ways of adapting SqueezeNet v1.1 to CIFAR-10 images of
spatial dimensions 32x32.

1. Upscaling the 32x32 image to 128x128 and reducing the average
pooling layer of SqueezeNet v1.1 from size 13x13 to 7x7.

2. Modifying the architecture to process the original 32x32 images.
This setup is called SqueezeNet v1.1s in this thesis.

To choose the best option of these two, we train a full precision ver-
sion of both SqueezeNet v1.1 and SqueezeNet v1.1s architectures with
dropout on CIFAR-10. We train both networks for 20 epochs with
learning rate 0.01 followed by 10 epochs at 0.001 learning rate. The
batch size is 50. We reach a similar validation accuracy for both setups,
showing that the SqueezeNet with the same number of parameters but
slightly less computation does not degrade classification performance
(table 4.2). The relative reduction in training and validation time per
one image is around 20%, see table 4.2. Therefore we choose Squeeze-
Net v1.1s for our CIFAR-10 experiments.

Architecture Validation Time [ms/image]
Accuracy [%] Training Validation

SqueezeNet v1.1 86.3 2.85 0.65

SqueezeNet v1.1s 86.8 2.26(−20.7%) 0.50(−23.1%)

Table 4.2: Comparison of SqueezeNet architectures with different in-
put image size in terms of accuracy and speed. We report the valida-
tion accuracy on our CIFAR-10 validation subset. Training and valida-
tion is carried out on one half of an Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU.

4.2.2 Final Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) Presence

Both SqueezeNet v1.1 and v1.1s do have a final ReLU nonlinearity
present after the last convolutional layer during training. We keep the
final ReLU for the next experiments in order to support better compar-
ison with previous research. (Iandola et al. [12] specify the ReLU after
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the last conv. layer in their Caffe configuration file train_val.prototxt
of SqueezeNet v1.1 (and also v1.0), available in [13].)

However, our own tests of full precision SqueezeNet v1.1s suggest
that the network may perform better on CIFAR-10 by 2% without the
final ReLU, see table 4.3.

Furthermore, in cases when all the logits (outputs of the last layer)
are negative, the classification scores after the ReLU are all zeros. Un-
fortunately, in case of the TensorFlow 1.0 implementation we used
(function tf.nn.in_top_k), logits with all elements equal result in a cor-
rectly classified example.

Table 4.3 shows correctly computed validation accuracy, without
the ReLU during accuracy evaluation in all cases. Most of our Squeeze-
Net experiments (especially sections 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5), however, were
performed with the final ReLU even during the computation of train-
ing and validation accuracy. Pseudo accuracy is explicitly labeled as:
"P. Tr." for pseudo training and "P. Val." for pseudo validation accuracy
respectively. By comparing correct and pseudo validation accuracy,
it is possible to determine how many examples are classified with all
logits being negative.

Setup Validation Accuracy (VA) [%]
Dropout, final ReLU present 84.9

Dropout, no final ReLU 86.8

No dropout, final ReLU present 84.2

No dropout, no final ReLU 86.5

Table 4.3: Comparison of SqueezeNet v1.1s trained with and without
the final ReLU nonlinearity. We report the validation accuracy on our
CIFAR-10 validation subset.

4.2.3 Full Precision (FP)

We train several full precision SqueezeNet v1.1s models on CIFAR-10
to obtain a baseline for further experiments. Table 4.4 presents four
different FP models, named fp1, fp2, fp3 and fp4. They differ mainly
in the optimizer chosen, the dropout presence and in the usage of the
moving average of the weights during validation.
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Name Opti- WAvg Batch Drop. Ep- Accuracy [%]
mizer Size ochs P. Tr. P. Val. Val.

fp1 SGD no 50 yes 28 99.91 85.7 84.9

fp2 SGD no 50 no 27 99.97 85.4 84.2

fp3 ADAM yes 200 no 17 98.51 82.6 80.7

fp4 SGD yes 200 no 30 99.28 84.1 84.1

Table 4.4: Comparison of SqueezeNets v1.1s with correct and pseudo
validation accuracy and pseudo training accuracy on CIFAR-10. The
models have full precision weights (FP). Optimizer is either SGD with
momentum or ADAM. WAvg means using the exponential moving
average of model weights over training time in the validation stage
(TensorFlow [28]). Epochs is the number of training epochs which
was required in order to reach the reported accuracy. Drop. indicates
dropout at the last conv. layer.

Discussion

Experiments fp1 and fp2 show that the effect of dropout on valida-
tion accuracy is small. We choose the non-dropout version for later
TWNs, because our ImageNet experiments favour SqueezeNet with-
out dropout.

By comparing experiments fp3 and fp4, we can say that the ADAM
optimizer is less suited for full precision training than SGD momen-
tum. However, the lower (pseudo) training accuracy (98.51% vs.
99.28% and more) suggests that this may be caused by a suboptimal
learning rate schedule of experiment fp3.

A larger batch size and exponential weight averaging do not affect
validation accuracy, as can be seen from experiments fp2, fp4.

We choose to use the FP model trained in experiment fp2 in the
majority of cases later when needed. The learning rate in experiments
fp1, fp2 and fp4 is set to 0.01 for the first 20 epochs and then decreased
to 0.001 for the last 10 epochs.

4.2.4 TWN FPS

Table 4.5 shows the results of three experiments with TWN FPS (ter-
nary weight network with full precision squeeze layers) SqueezeNet
v1.1s network without dropout, named tf1, tf2 and tf3. They differ
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mainly in the optimizer used and in the way the weights are initial-
ized before the training starts.

When training a TWN FPS network from scratch without weight
decay, weight clipping is necessary for the network to converge at all
(experiment tf3).

Name Opti- WAvg Batch Gra- Init Ep- Accuracy [%]
mizer Size dient ochs P. Tr. P. Val. Val.

tf1 SGD no 50 id. fp2 74 99.97 85.1 83.5

tf2 ADAM yes 200 clip fp2 69 99.86 85.1 81.7

tf3 SGD yes 200 clip rand. 114 98.84 77.0 66.5

Table 4.5: Comparison of SqueezeNets v1.1s with correct and pseudo
validation accuracy and pseudo training accuracy on CIFAR-10. The
models are TWN FPS (ternary with squeeze layers FP). Optimizer is
either SGD with momentum or ADAM. WAvg means using the ex-
ponential moving average of model weights over training time in the
validation stage (TensorFlow [28]). Epochs is the number of training
epochs from random initialization which was required to reach the re-
ported accuracy. Gradient of the signum function on weights is either
identity (id.) or based on weight clipping (clip) (see section 3.4). Initial
weights (Init) are either random or taken from a full precision network
(FP experiment fp2).

Discussion

We find out in experiment tf1 that validation accuracy comparable to
a full precision model can be achieved by using the SGD momentum
optimizer. The TWN FPS to FP accuracy difference is 0.7%. We observe
that:

• The ADAM optimizer is still worse than SGD momentum even
here, from experiments tf2 vs. tf1.

• The training converges to a higher accuracy when we start from
a pretrained FP model as in tf1 rather than when starting from
random weights (in tf3).
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4.2.5 Full Ternary Weight Network (TWN)

Table 4.6 shows the results of seven experiments with ternary weight
SqueezeNet v1.1s network without dropout, named tw1, tw2, tw3s1,
tw4s5, tw5, tw6 and tw7. The most important differences are the initial
weights, the optimizer and the learning rate schedule.

Network in tw1 is trained from a full precision model fp2*, which
has the same training setup as fp2 but a different random initialization.

In experiments tw3s1 and tw4s5, layers are ternarized sequentially
from the first to the last. The whole network starts as full precision and
gradually becomes ternary weight layer by layer. Tw3s1 leaves each
layer to adapt for only one epoch before ternarizing also the following
layer while tw4s5 gives five epochs for the adaption of each layer.

Again, weight clipping is necessary for the network to converge
from random weights without weight decay (experiment tw5). How-
ever, the accuracy is worse than in networks trained from a full preci-
sion network.

We present the training process of experiment tw7 including the
learning rate schedule in figure 4.2. The learning rate is kept at 0.002

at the beginning to avoid divergence and later increased to speed up
the training until the training accuracy keeps increasing. When the
training accuracy stops increasing, we decrease the learning rate down
to 0.001.

Discussion

Starting from TWN FPS instead of from FP initialization yields a
slightly better accuracy (experiments tw1 vs. tw2). Both experiments
tw1 and tw2 have rather low training accuracy, suggesting a room for
improvements by training.

Sequential ternarization (tw3s1, tw4s5) is faster and gives better
accuracy than experiments tw1 or tw2.

We achieve similarly good TWN results as in tw3s1 by utilizing the
ADAM optimizer, weight clipping and full precision initialization (ex-
periments tw6, tw7). The experiment tw7 takes three times less epochs
than tw6 to converge thanks to an optimized learning rate schedule.
Tw6 spent approximately 250 epochs at a learning rate 0.001 or lower.
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Name Opti- WAvg Batch Gra- Init Ep- Accuracy [%]
mizer Size dient ochs P. Tr. P. Val. Val.

tw1 SGD no 50 id. fp2* 156 87.30 78.8 76.3

tw2 SGD no 50 id. tf1 97 90.21 81.3 77.9

tw3s1 SGD no 50 id. fp2 56 96.00 82.6 82.2

tw4s5 SGD no 50 id. fp2 123 98.80 83.0 81.5

tw5 ADAM yes 200 clip rand. 452 98.84 78.9 76.7

tw6 ADAM yes 200 clip fp2 414 99.83 84.9 81.8

tw7 ADAM yes 200 clip fp2 116 99.85 84.4 81.8

Table 4.6: Comparison of SqueezeNets v1.1s by means of correct and
pseudo validation accuracy and pseudo training accuracy on CIFAR-
10. The models are TWN. Optimizer is either SGD with momentum or
ADAM. WAvg means using the exponential moving average of model
weights over training time in the validation stage (TensorFlow [28]).
Epochs is the number of training epochs from random initialization
which was required to reach the reported accuracy. Gradient of the
signum function on weights is either identity (id.) or based on weight
clipping (clip) (see section 3.4). Initial weights (Init) are either random
or taken from an FP or TWN FPS network. fp2* is a full precision
network trained like fp2 but with a different initialization.
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Figure 4.2: Full TWN training on CIFAR-10, experiment tw7. Cross-
entropy loss, pseudo training and pseudo validation accuracy as well
as learning rate schedule is shown.
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4.3 Ternary Weight SqueezeNet v1.1 on Im-
ageNet Dataset

We want to know how compact TWNs scale to bigger datasets like Im-
ageNet, ILSVRC2012. We start by training full precision (FP) Squeeze-
Net v1.1 with and without dropout on ImageNet. However, we ob-
serve that the non-dropout version reaches a higher validation accu-
racy after the same number of epochs. Therefore we continued train-
ing only the non-dropout version.

Our full precision SqueezeNet network has been trained with the
ReLU after the last convolutional layer, giving pseudo top-5 validation
accuracy of 79.16%. The correct validation accuracy of that network is
77.52% (1.64% lower) (see table 4.7). More information on the effects
of the final ReLU present in the SqueezeNet networks can be found in
section 4.2.2.

All our ImageNet networks, FP, TWN FPS, TWN, named infp, intf
and intw respectively, with correct top-1 and top-5 validation accuracy
and model size are listed in table 4.7. Top-5 validation accuracy and
size of the full precision (FP) and ternarized networks are also plot-
ted in figure 4.3. The network size includes all the trainable weights
and biases of the network, it does not include any batch normalization
variables.

AlexNet and ResNet-18 TWN models trained by Zhu et al. [31]
have the first and last layers full precision. We ternarize also the last
layer, because it has 512000 parameters in SqueezeNet v1.1.

The TWN training setup intw is the same as in CIFAR-10 experi-
ment tw7 (ADAM optimizer, training starts from a pretrained full pre-
cision network, no weight decay), experiment intf has the same setup
as CIFAR-10 experiment tf2 (ADAM, init. by FP, no weight decay). Fig-
ure 4.4 shows the training process and learning rates for all the three
models (infp, intf, intw). Two half epochs in the plot correspond to one
full pass of the ImageNet training dataset. The step in accuracy for the
FP model at epoch 100 is caused by enabling exponential moving av-
erage of model weights or increasing the batch size at that time. These
two factors were present for the entire training time of the other two
networks (TWN, TWN FPS).
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Name Weights Val. Acc. [%] Acc. Loss [%] Size
Top-1 Top-5 Abs. Rel. [MB]

SqueezeNet infp FP 54.13 77.52 0.0 0.0 4.94

SqueezeNet intf TWN FPS 45.56 70.81 6.71 8.66 0.737

SqueezeNet intw TWN 39.14 64.18 13.34 17.21 0.325

AlexNet [31] FP 57.2 80.3 - - 242

AlexNet [31] TWN 57.5 79.7 0.6 0.75 30.6

ResNet-18 [31] FP 69.6 89.2 - - 46.0

ResNet-18 [31] TWN 66.6 87.2 2.0 2.2 4.83

Table 4.7: SqueezeNets v1.1 as well as AlexNet and ResNet-18 configu-
rations with correct top-1 and top-5 validation accuracy on ImageNet.
The absolute accuracy loss is the difference between the FP top-5 accu-
racy and a TWN/TWN FPS model top-5 accuracy. The relative accu-
racy loss is the ratio of the absolute loss to the FP top-5 accuracy.
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Figure 4.3: Three different SqueezeNet networks trained and validated
on ILSVRC2012, starting from a pretrained full precision model. Three
different models from the smallest to the largest are: TWN (ternary
weight network), TWN FPS (TWN with all squeeze layers kept full
precision), FP (all layers full precision). The validation accuracy dis-
played is the top-5 accuracy.
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Figure 4.4: The top-1 training (dashed lines) and validation
(solid lines) accuracy of three different SqueezeNet networks on
ILSVRC2012. The three different models from the smallest to the
largest are: TWN (ternary weight network), TWN FPS (TWN with all
squeeze layers kept full precision), FP (all layers full precision).

4.4 Analysis of the Learned Ternary Weights

4.4.1 Setup

In order to see how different training scenarios affect the weights of the
learned SqueezeNet models, we performed a pairwise comparison of
twelve ternary weight and full precision networks trained on CIFAR-
10 and ImageNet. We apply the ternary weight projection on the full
precision weights to obtain ternary weight signs w ∈ {−1, 0,+1}. The
similarity metric between two networks is then the ratio of matching
weights to the total number of weights. As a weight can have three
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different values, the mean ratio will be 33% for two randomly defined
networks.

4.4.2 Discussion

The most important finding of the analysis is that training ternary
weight assignments is important for ternary weight networks. The
best ternary weight networks (TWNs) have at least 6% of weight signs
(−1, 0,+1) different from their full precision (FP) predecessors.

Figure 4.5 visualizes a distance matrix of our TWN and FP Squeeze-
Net networks. We can see five clusters of rather similar networks. Four
of them are determined by their base FP models trained from different
random initializations: fp2, fp2*, fp1 and infp (ImageNet full preci-
sion). The fifth cluster are the sequentially trained TWNs tw3s1 and
tw4s5 (from fp2).

The largest cluster in the top left corner contains a full precision
model fp2 and ternary models trained from it using different methods.
Tw2 is the closest network to fp2 with 97% of identical weights, it has
been trained from fp2 model using SGD in two steps via TWN FPS (tf1)
setup. Tw7 and tw6, ternary weight networks trained using ADAM,
differ more from fp2 (94% match). The difference between ADAM-
trained ternary weight and full precision SqueezeNets on ImageNet is
even larger (81% match in weights).

This is in contrast to the two almost identical clusters (more than
99.6% match) of fp2*, tw1 and fp1, twfp1. The ternary weight networks
tw1 and twfp1 were trained from their full precision predecessors us-
ing SGD. In contrast to ADAM (TWNs tw7, tw6), the SGD training
without weight decay almost does not manage to change the weight
signs, only their scales and filter biases. As the classification accuracy
of tw1 is lower than of tw6 (table 4.6), we can say that the ability to
train ternary weight assignments (weight signs) as introduced by Zhu
et al. [31] is an important feature. It also favours ADAM over SGD
with momentum as an optimizer when the ternarization is done for all
ternary layers at once.

Sequentially ternarizing from fp2 changes the weights in tw3s1,
tw4s5 so much that they look as if they were trained from a random
initialization (only 38% match with fp2).

We also observe that networks trained on CIFAR-10 are more sim-
ilar to each other (at least 37%) than to networks trained on ImageNet
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(at most 35%). infp is the full precision network on ImageNet, intw is
the ternary weight network.
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Figure 4.5: How similar are the learned models? This distance matrix
shows the percentage of identical ternarized weight signs between all
possible pairs of twelve SqueezeNet networks. We consider only the
weights of the fire modules 2 to 9, while omitting the first and the last
network layer.

4.5 Binary Activations on CIFAR-10

4.5.1 Full Precision Weights

Convolutional networks with full precision weights and binary activa-
tions can show us solely the impact of quantized activations on accu-
racy while keeping the full representational power of the weights. To
the best of our knowledge, such experiments have not been published
before.
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Experiments from bfp1 to bfp8 in table 4.8 differ mainly in the bi-
nary activation type (simple signum, dithering, or output scale) and
weight initialization.

Name Init Sign Grad. Epochs from Accuracy [%]
Clipping Rand. Init. Train. Val.

bfp1 rand. by update 470 91.33 80.8

bfp2 FP by update 478 94.99 83.2

bfp3 3dither FP by update 463 94.98 82.8

bfp4 FP by update 167 90.30 80.5

bfp5 FP by input 162 90.27 80.9

bfp6 3dither rand. by update 118 87.03 79.6

bfp7 3dither FP by update 145 88.22 79.9

bfp8 out. scale FP by update 154 86.75 79.6

Table 4.8: Experiments with binary activations and FP networks.

Discussion

Experiments bfp1, bfp2 and bfp3 in table 4.8 show that it takes over
460 epochs to train the most accurate full precision weight networks
with binary activations. Networks initialized from a full precision
network before training (bfp2, bfp3) are more accurate than the net-
work bfp1 trained from scratch. The dithering activation in experi-
ment bfp3 gives accuracy comparable to the simple signum activation
(bfp2). However, the comparison is not straightforward because ex-
periments bfp1 to bfp3 were performed using different learning rate
schedules.

We train experiments from bfp4 to bfp8 in table 4.8 using ADAM
optimizer and the same learning rate schedule which is about three
times faster than for experiments bfp1 to bfp3. Thus they can be com-
pared more easily. The two signum function gradient variants, clip-
ping by input and clipping by update, produce almost identical results
(experiments bfp4, bfp5). The effects of three dithering activations in
the network (bfp6, bfp7) and of the output scale activations (bfp8) are
also very similar. The main difference is in the higher training accu-
racy of the dithering experiment bfp7. Training a CNN with dithering
from scratch (bfp6) converges to a lower training accuracy than when
training from a full precision initialization (bfp7), validation accuracy
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is similar.
Please note that although Rastegari et al. [23] describe the output

scaling method in their article, they say that its impact on classification
accuracy is negligible. 1 More specifically, it affects the top-1 ImageNet
validation accuracy by less than 1% when using the AlexNet architec-
ture.

4.5.2 Ternary Weights

We present our preliminary experimental results with the SqueezeNet
architecture and two different binary activation configurations in table
4.9. One setup has only simple signum activations, the other setup
(3dither) contains three dithering activations. See section 3.7 for more
details about the setup. The learning rate schedule is identical for both
setups, both training runs start from pretrained full precision weights.
The training plots for both networks are in figure 4.6.

The network with dithering activations reaches 74.5% validation
accuracy on CIFAR-10, which is higher than the accuracy of the non-
dithering network (67.0%). However, the training loss diverges after
160 epochs in the non-dithering setup.

We have also tried training with output scaling layers from a full
precision initialization. The setup requires lower initial learning rate
of 0.001. We have not managed to obtain accuracy over 20%.

Activations, Sign Grad. Epochs from Accuracy [%]
Initialization Clipping Rand. Init. Train. Val.
*Simple signum, from FP by input 188 66.90 67.0

3dither, from FP by input 386 76.81 74.5

Table 4.9: SqueezeNet experiments with binary activations and ternary
weights, * means that the training diverged after approximately 160
epochs.

1Furthermore, we cannot find the method implemented in the source code they
published.
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Figure 4.6: The training (dashed lines) and validation (solid lines) ac-
curacy of ternary weight SqueezeNet networks with two binary acti-
vation configurations (three dithering activations, all simple signum
activations) on CIFAR-10. The learning rate schedule is identical for
both setups. The training loss of the non-dithering network diverges
after approximately 160 epochs.

4.5.3 Binary Weights

In order to provide more evidence for the effect of the dithering activa-
tions, we train ResNet-18 with binary weights and binary activations
on CIFAR-10.

The network weights are binarized similarly to [23], only the scal-
ing factors (α) are shared per convolutional layer and not per filter. α
is the mean absolute weight value in each layer, the binary projection
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of a weight can be +α for a positive or −α for a negative full precision
weight.

The training process of the network in two configurations (all
dithering activations, all simple signum activations) is displayed in
figure 4.7. The learning rate schedule is identical for both setups,
both training runs start from scratch (random weights). The dithering
version with validation accuracy of 75.5% outperforms simple signum
binary activations with validation accuracy 62.1%. See table 4.10 for
the training and validation accuracy. The full precision ResNet-18
network has 87.2% validation accuracy.

Activations Sign Grad. Epochs from Accuracy [%]
Clipping Rand. Init. Train. Val.

Simple signum by input 200 62.16 62.1

All dither by input 200 88.10 75.5

Table 4.10: ResNet-18 experiments with binary activations and
weights on CIFAR-10.
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Figure 4.7: The training (dashed lines) and validation (solid lines) ac-
curacy of two ResNet-18 network configurations (all dithering activa-
tions, all simple signum activations) on CIFAR-10.
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Discussion and Conclusions

5.1 Discussion

5.1.1 Ternary Weight SqueezeNets

Our results with ternary weight SqueezeNets trained on CIFAR-10
suggest that compact networks like SqueezeNet and ternary weights
may not be complementary. The relative test accuracy loss of a full
precision to a ternary weight network is larger for SqueezeNet (4.2%)
than for ResNet-20 [31] (0.7%).

The ternary weight and full precision SqueezeNet networks trained
on ImageNet exhibit significantly larger FP to TWN accuracy drops
than AlexNet. Relative accuracy loss of SqueezeNet is significantly
higher (17.21%) than in case of AlexNet (0.75%) and ResNet-18 (2.2%)
(results from [31]). We can see that the relative accuracy drop is also
significantly higher than on the CIFAR-10 dataset.

However, there may be other factors affecting the accuracy of com-
pact ternary weight networks apart from the compactness of the orig-
inal network. The use of L2 weight decay loss during training may
be one of them. We have trained two pairs of ResNet-20 full precision
and ternary weight networks on CIFAR-10, one pair with weight de-
cay and the other without it. The relative validation accuracy loss for
the pair with weight decay is 0.8%, which is lower than for the pair
without weight decay (relative loss 3.5%). Unfortunately, we were not
able to train a ternary weight SqueezeNet with weight decay because
it did not converge.

47
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5.1.2 Ternary Weight SqueezeNets with Binary Acti-
vations on CIFAR-10

The different binary activations behave differently when they are com-
bined with ternary weights (section 4.5.2). Surprisingly, these differ-
ences are not obvious when we test the binary activations with full
precision weights (section 4.5.1).

The dithering activations provide better validation accuracy
(74.5%) than the simple signum activations (67.0%). However, the
training with simple signum activations diverges after 160 epochs.
A different learning rate schedule may be needed for the training to
converge. On the other hand, the dithering setup converges more
smoothly with less fluctuations in accuracy given the same learning
rate schedule.

We have not managed to obtain accuracy over 20% with the out-
put scaling activation but it may be due to an incorrect learning rate
schedule. (Note that dithering and output scale performed compara-
bly in full precision weight networks with binary activations, see table
4.8.)

5.1.3 Binary Weight ResNet-18 with Binary Activa-
tions on CIFAR-10

The experiments with binary weight ResNet-18 with binary dithering
or simple signum activations also demonstrate better results when
the dithering activations are applied. Furthermore, training loss
convergence is stable here for both setups given the same learning
rates. ResNet-18 with all binary activations having dithering has
75.5% validation accuracy, while simple signum activations achieve
only 62.1%. Optimizing the learning rate schedule of the dithering
experiment may give even better results.

5.2 Conclusions

1. Can compact networks like SqueezeNet ([12]) be trained and utilized
with 2 bit weight resolution (TWN, [31]) without a significant loss of
accuracy?

Our findings suggest that ternary weight networks (TWNs)
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and compact networks like SqueezeNet v1.1 are not fully
complementary when trying to reduce network weight storage
size while not losing accuracy. However, the effect of weight
decay needs to be examined to increase confidence in the
finding. Furthermore, when training ternary weight networks,
it is important to enable sign changes of the weights (ternary
assignments).

The relative accuracy drop on ImageNet from full precision to
ternary weight SqueezeNet is 17.21%, much larger than the rela-
tive accuracy drop of 0.75% of AlexNet or ResNet-18 (2.2% drop)
as reported by Zhu et al. [31]. However, the SqueezeNet net-
works were trained without weight decay. We discovered that
weight decay is an important factor in training ternary weight
ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10. Its validation accuracy is 85.3% with
weight decay, which is higher than 82.2% without weight decay.

2. How well do 1-bit activations ([5]) work in compact networks?

Simple signum binary activations, output scaling and dithering
activations perform similarly well in full precision weight net-
works on CIFAR-10. The most accurate SqueezeNet with binary
activations has CIFAR-10 validation accuracy of 83.2% while full
precision SqueezeNet has 84.2%. This 1% accuracy degradation
due to binary activations is smaller than the accuracy drop of
ternary weight SqueezeNet on CIFAR-10 (81.8% validation accu-
racy, 3% relative degradation from the full precision network).

3. How well do the compact TWNs perform with binary activations?

The accuracy loss of ternary weight networks with binary activa-
tions to the full precision ones is even higher than the loss of ter-
nary weight networks. The most accurate SqueezeNet network
with three dithering activations reaches 74.5% in validation ac-
curacy on CIFAR-10, which is 11.5% relative degradation when
compared to the full precision network variant (84.2% validation
accuracy). Our best TWN SqueezeNet result with simple signum
binary activations has 67.0% validation accuracy before training
diverged.

4. Can the incurred loss of accuracy be improved by using output scaling
([23]), or our dithering binary quantization?
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The accuracy loss can be improved by dithering quantization.
When binary activations are combined with TWNs, the dither-
ing activations give better accuracy than simple signum after the
same training time. They also provide a more stable training pro-
cess.

We have also demonstrated the positive effect of dithering ac-
tivations on binary weight ResNet-18 networks. The CIFAR-10
validation accuracy of the dithering version is 75.5%, simple sig-
num 62.1%, while full precision network has 87.2% validation
accuracy.

We were not able to reach accuracy higher than 20% with a TWN
and output scaling.

When training ternary weight networks, it is important to enable
sign changes of the weights (ternary assignments). This can be
achieved by using the ADAM optimizer [15] and trained ternary
quantization [31]. SGD with momentum is worse than ADAM at
changing weight signs during fine-tuning of SqueezeNets without
weight decay. We have found out that the best TWN SqueezeNets
have at least 6% of weight signs (−1, 0,+1) different from their full
precision predecessors.

We have also introduced a method of implementing dot products
of TWNs with binary activations using binary operations instead of
floating point ones.

5.3 Future Work

It could be valuable to examine the role of L2 weight decay in ternary
weight network training. Our SqueezeNet TWN results were obtained
without the use of weight decay but applying weight decay is impor-
tant for training a ternary weight ResNet-20 to good accuracy. One
may also try applying other weight regularization methods, for exam-
ple the L1-norm (lasso).

Training compact ternary weight networks with binary activations
is quite slow and difficult. This also applies to binary weight net-
works with binary activations as mentioned in [5]. The training pro-
cess may be made faster by designing new gradient approximations,
ideally both unbiased and with low variance, as suggested by Bengio,
Léonard, and Courville [3].
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Acronyms

2D two-dimensional. 21

BLAS Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms. 13

BNN binarized neural network. 10

BWN binary weight network. 11, 12

CNN convolutional neural network. 1, 2, 4–8, 10–14, 19, 43

CPU central processing unit. 10, 13

FP full precision (32 bit floating point). 1, 8, 20, 30–32, 34, 40, 42

GPU graphics processing unit. 10, 13, 29

JPG JPEG, Joint Photographic Experts Group, a lossy compression
method for digital images. 15

MAC multiply-accumulate. 10

ReLU rectified linear unit. 6, 29, 30, 36

RGB red green blue colour model. 14, 15

SGD stochastic gradient descent. 15, 31, 32, 40, 41, 47

tar tape archive, a software utility for collecting many files into one
file. 15

TTQ trained ternary quantization. 11
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56 Acronyms

TWN ternary weight network. 2, 3, 11, 12, 20, 27, 31, 34–36, 40, 44, 46,
47

TWN FPS ternary weight SqueezeNet network with full precision
squeeze layers. 20, 27, 31, 32, 34, 40
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